TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS # 25

N. 8   COR. 5/8 T 1 N R 10 W. WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO IN 10 PAGE 48 1873

Book PAGE MAPS
OCEANLAKE PARK A-2292 A-4133
SUBDIVISION FILE B-1150 B-930
            B-815
            F-40-139 THIS MAP IS DIFFERENT CORNER

CONDITION GOOD FOUND: CS "56" NAIL SEE CS SUBDIVISION FILE PARK
FD ROttEN STUB DELETED 32" HEMLOCK S. 40° W 38.0 KGS GLO PG 48
FD REMAINS OF UPROOT 30" HEMLOCK N. 70° W 34.0 KGS GLO PG 48
FOUND E-W BLAZED LINE (40 YEARS OLD ON LINE)

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/3" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN CEMENT 6
POSITION USED BY CARLICH CS MAP# A-2292

NEW ACCESSORY: BTS ADDED 3-21-84
1/2" HEMLOCK S. 80° W 35' 1/4 S.B.T
1/2" HEMLOCK N. 57° W 34' 1/4 S.B.T
DISTANCES TO NAIL WITH BRASS WASHER IN FACE

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ± 30'
EAST ON A N-S CUTTING LINE. 1/2" IP SET BY PL THOMPSON
CS MAP# F-40-139 BEARS N. 64° 28' 48" W 27°. CORNER FELL IN 24" HEMLOCK LOG WAS NOTCHED TO SET CORNER.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: ALLAN E. DUNCAN
               DAN McCUTT

DATE: DEC 1983

PHOTO # SEC.

= County corner tag affixed.